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Research Activities and Findings 

We seek to identify the proteins of host cells that are required for replication of SARS-CoV-2. These host 
proteins would provide new molecular targets for development of broad spectrum anti-viral drugs for 
treatment of COVID-19 and future coronavirus pandemics. In the current study, the host kinase CSNK2 
was identified as a potential anti-coronavirus drug target through the development of potent small molecule 
inhibitors. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 CSNK2 inhibitors 
 
We designed and synthesized analogs in two chemical series (AZ and CX) as potential CSNK2 inhibitors 
(Figure 1). Using a CSNK2 NanoBRET assay, analogs in the AZ chemical series were identified as potent 
inhibitors of the kinase in cells with IC50 <10 nM. All of these potent CSNK2 inhibitors were tested for anti-
coronavirus activity in DBT cells infected with mouse hepatitis virus (MHV). Multiple analogs in the AZ 
chemical series were identified that inhibited replication of the MHV coronavirus with IC50 < 100 nM (Figure 
2A). The most potent analogs from the AZ series were further tested for anti-viral activity in A549-ACE2 
cells infected with SAR2-CoV-2. Three analogs were identified that inhibited SAR2-CoV-2 replication with 
IC50 < 1 µM (e.g. AZ-I, Figure 2B). 
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Figure 2 Potent CSNK2 inhibitors in the AZ series inhibit coronavirus replication 
 
 
In addition, three analogs in the CX series that were identified as potent CSNK2 inhibitors in the NanoBRET 
assay showed inhibition of the MHV coronavirus replication with IC50 < 3 µM (Figure 3). Compounds from 
the CX series were less potent at inhibiting coronavirus replication than the best compounds from the AZ 
series. However, additional optimization of the CX series to improve anti-viral activity has continued as a 
potential back-up to the lead AZ series. 



 
 

Figure 3 Potent CSNK2 inhibitors in the CX series inhibit coronavirus replication 
 
To support testing in a mouse model of COVID-19, the pharmacokinetic profile of the potent CSNK2 
inhibitors from the AZ series was determined. Analogs in the AZ series were found to be rapidly 
metabolized in mouse liver microsomes. Four analogs with modest stability in liver microsomes were dosed 
by ip injection in mice, but each of them showed rapid clearance and blood levels too low to support testing 
in the COVID-19 model (Figure 4A). The indole analog UNC-AZ-T had the highest blood level and was 
selected as a lead for further optimization to improve its pharmacokinetic properties (Figure 4B). Using 
computational software to predict metabolic stability, new analogs in the AZ series were designed to resist 
hepatic metabolism. Synthesis of these analogs of the lead compound UNC-AZ-T is currently in progress 
in collaboration supported by Takeda (Millennium) Pharmaceuticals. 
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Figure 4 Drug properties of anti-viral CSNK2 inhibitors 
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